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A lot has happened since Apple introduced OS X more than a decade ago (then called “Mac OS X”). What started as an incomplete replacement for an established operating system has become not only the backbone of today’s powerful Mac computers, but also the foundation for the iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, and Apple TV. At one point, that was just a novel bit of technology trivia, but OS X Mavericks continues the practice—started with OS X Mountain Lion—of bringing some of the capabilities found in those handheld devices to the desktop.

For example, the Maps and iBooks applications are now available on your Mac and link with their iOS counterparts. iCloud Keychain stores your Web passwords and credit card info to make it easy to access that secure information on any device you’re using. Apple also tweaked
some existing features, adding tabs to Finder windows (at last), keyword
tags to files, and—my favorite new feature—the ability for multiple
connected displays to act independently.

I’ll admit, that doesn’t sound like a lot, so here’s the best part: Mavericks
is akin to OS X Snow Leopard in that it incorporates new under-the-
hood technologies that improve overall performance and battery life on
portable Macs.

How to Get Mavericks

If you’ve just purchased a new Mac, congratulations! Mavericks is already
installed. If you’re currently running Mac OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard or later,
you can download Mavericks for free from the Mac App Store; Mavericks
is not available on disc (see Chapter 2 for more details).

**note** Snow Leopard users may get an uncomfortable surprise when upgrad-
ing to Mavericks. Applications that were originally written for
PowerPC-based processors will not run at all. With OS X Lion, Apple removed
Rosetta, a technology for translating instructions from PowerPC to Intel code.
That means any older software you rely on may not make the leap to the new
operating system and will require that you purchase new versions or find alter-
native programs.

How Big Is Your Pocket?

I don’t cover absolutely every aspect of Mavericks in this book; there’s
just too much information for a Pocket Guide (and none of my pockets
are large enough to carry a 500-page book). Therefore, I’ve focused on
what I believe are the most important—or just plain cool—elements of
Mavericks.
I’m also making some assumptions: You know how to turn on your computer, operate the mouse or trackpad, and take precautions such as not resting open beverages directly on the keyboard (I mean, balancing a martini on the top edge of your iMac is one thing, but keep it away from the keyboard for heaven’s sake!).

As this isn’t a basic-level guide, I’ll also assume that you know some of the core actions of using a computer in the twenty-first century, such as starting up and shutting down your Mac, accessing menu items (single-click a menu name that appears at the top of the screen to reveal its list of options), and double-clicking an application to launch it.

Actually, I often see people, even experienced users, confused about the difference between clicking and double-clicking items, so here’s the deal: Click once to select something (such as a document file); double-click the item to open it.

**Conventions Used in This Book**

- When I talk about accessing a command from the menus that appear in every program, I separate each component using an angle bracket (>) character. For example, “choose File > Open” means “Click the File menu item, then choose Open from the list that appears.” A succession of commands indicate submenus: “choose View > Arrange By > Name” translates to “click the View menu, then the Arrange By item, and then the Name item in the submenu that appears.”

- When I refer to a “preference pane,” I’m talking about the options found in System Preferences. Choose System Preferences from the Apple () menu, or click its icon in the Dock. To access the “Network preference pane,” for example, open System Preferences and click the Network icon.
Keyboard shortcuts are expressed with the name of a modifier key and another key that must be pressed at the same time, such as, “Press Command-S to save the file.” However, the Command key has always been a source of confusion: the key often appears with a 🍎 or 🅿️ symbol.

When I refer to a “gesture,” I’m talking about using finger motions on a laptop trackpad or Apple’s Magic Trackpad. For example, the gesture to open the Mission Control interface is to swipe upward with three fingers.

In a few places, I refer to more information found in the Mac Help files. Choose Mac Help from the Help menu.
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In my years of using and teaching about the Mac, I’ve run across people who are quite adept in some areas, like using a particular program, but lack some core knowledge about how the computer works. It’s as if they missed the first day of a “How to Use Your Mac” class and never caught up with their homework. Ask them to build a spreadsheet in Excel and it’s no problem; ask them to locate that Excel file and they’re utterly lost.

It’s not their fault. No one ever said, “Go learn how a hierarchical file-system works.” Instead, they learned how to accomplish a specific task—build a spreadsheet, enhance a photo, read email. And in most cases, those tasks involve files. Files are the foundation of working within OS X, and you can make them work to your advantage.
Your Home Folder

OS X is filled with files and folders, but you can ignore most of them. In fact, Apple recommends you not explore the System folder and other areas that contain crucial system files. Instead, OS X gives every user account a Home folder for storing personal files (Figure 4.1).

Access the Home folder in the Finder by creating a new window (choose File > New Finder Window, or press Command-N) or by choosing Go > Home (Command-Shift-H). You can also click your account name in the sidebar of any Finder window.

The Arrangement button ( ) in the toolbar of every Finder window enables you to arrange the files by criteria such as date modified or size, or to group by application.

Longtime OS X users may notice something missing in Figure 4.1: the Library folder. Apple chose to hide the Library folder, presumably to prevent people from accidentally editing or deleting important files used by the operating system. The folder isn’t gone, though. To access it, hold Option and click the Go menu in the Finder—Library shows up in the list.
Aside from that exception, the Home folder is yours to use. Feel free to create new folders (choose File > New Folder, or press Command-Shift-N) or stash other files here; it all depends on your level of organizational tolerance. (I like to stick to the basics and avoid clutter—a huge surprise considering the disheveled state of the physical desk in my office.)

Don’t rename or move the folders in your Home folder. Many applications (especially Apple’s) store files there. For example, iTunes keeps your music library in a subfolder within the Music folder; if you move it, you could lose track of your songs and videos. (However, you can choose to relocate the iTunes library; see Chapter 7 for details.)

### Move and Copy Files

Although the Home folder offers locations for common file types, you can store files and folders nearly anywhere. Getting them there is easy.

1. Open two new windows: one containing the item you want to move or copy, and one for the location where you want the file to end up.

2. To *move* a file, click and hold the mouse button, then drag the file to a new destination.

   To *copy* a file to the destination, hold the Option key as you drag; a plus sign (+) icon appears on the cursor to indicate a copy is being made (**Figure 4.2**, on the next page).

3. Release the mouse button to complete the move.

   **tip** If you drag a file between two volumes (such as between two hard disks, or to a hard disk from a networked computer), the file is automatically copied. You can move the file instead, deleting the original copy, by holding Command as you drag.
Another way to copy a file is to select it and choose Edit > Copy. Switch to the destination and then choose Edit > Paste Item.

Share Files

In Mavericks, the Share button in every Finder window gives you the opportunity to act on one or more files without leaving the window. With a file selected, click the Share button to reveal a menu of options (Figure 4.3).

The options change depending on the file; for example, the Twitter and Flickr options do not appear if you choose to share a spreadsheet.

These options are also available from the contextual menu. Right-click or Control-click a file and select an action from the Share submenu.
Delete Files

Discarded files go to the Trash, which, unlike other folders in the Finder, exists on the Dock. Here's how to delete something.

1. Select the offending item.

2. Drag it to the Trash icon in the Dock (Figure 4.4).

That said, I almost never drag anything to the Trash. It’s much easier to select an item and press Command-Delete to send it to the bin.

Recover trashed items

If you need to pull something out of the Trash, simply click the Trash icon to display its contents in a new window, and then move the file out. Or, you can select the item in the Trash window and choose Put Back from the File menu or the contextual menu.
Empty the Trash

Although you may have thrown something in the Trash, the item still takes up space on your hard disk. If you’re certain you don’t need the bits in the bin, empty the Trash in one of the following ways.

- Choose Finder > Empty Trash. OS X will ask you to verify that you really want to do it; click the Empty Trash button.
- Open the Trash and click the Empty button in the upper-right corner of the window.
- Control-click or right-click the Trash icon and choose Empty Trash from the contextual menu that appears.
- Press Command-Shift-Delete in the Finder.

**tip** If you’re using Time Machine to back up your data, you can easily recover items you’ve accidentally deleted. See Chapter 9.

Securely empty the Trash

Even after you’ve emptied the Trash, the files you deleted are still readable to file-recovery software. (On the disk, files are only marked as deleted, freeing up their space to be overwritten later.) To ensure that no one can recover the files, securely empty the Trash by choosing Finder > Secure Empty Trash. OS X replaces the files on disk by writing random data to their locations.

**tip** To empty the Trash without being asked to confirm your action, hold Option when you choose Finder > Empty Trash, or press Command-Option-Shift-Delete.
Finder Essentials

The following features have one thing in common: When they were first introduced, I thought they were just eye candy or of limited real use. Boy was I wrong—I now use them all the time.

Finder tabs

Instead of switching between lots of overlapping windows, I now view most of my Finder windows the same way I view Web pages in Safari: in tabs (Figure 4.5). I typically open a window for each active project and create tabs in them for the folders I need to access. In addition to reducing clutter, Finder tabs let you sensibly run the Finder full-screen if you just don’t want to see the Desktop. To create a new Finder tab, do any of the following:

- In a Finder window, press Command-T or choose File > New Tab.
- Hold Command and double-click a folder.
- With a folder selected, right-click or Control-click it and choose Open in New Tab from the contextual menu.

Figure 4.5
Finder tabs
To close a tab, click the Close (x) button that appears when you move your pointer over the tab. You can also drag a tab out of the window to turn it into its own window.

Aside from their placement, Finder tabs act just like regular windows. One small difference is in moving or copying items between tabs: Drag the item to the tab’s title.

**tip**
Switch between open Finder tabs using the keyboard by pressing Control-Tab (or Shift-Control-Tab to go to the previous tab).

**Quick Look**
Select a file in the Finder and press the spacebar. A new window appears with a preview of the file’s contents, so you don’t need to open the file to tell what it is (Figure 4.6). You can view photos, video, audio clips, PDF files, Microsoft Word documents, Keynote presentations, and more. The Quick Look preview floats above your other windows—you can select other items to preview them without closing the Quick Look window.

*Figure 4.6*  
*A Quick Look view of a PDF file*
Download Quick Look plug-ins that extend the feature to viewing the contents of folders, archives, and file formats not included in OS X at www.quicklookplugins.com.

A Quick Look window also offers more options (Figure 4.7).

- When multiple files are selected, use the arrows (or arrow keys) to move between them.
- Click the Index Sheet button to view all the files in a grid.
- Click the “Open with” button to launch the suggested application. Or, right-click the button to view a list of other compatible programs; the list can also include actions, such as “Add to iPhoto” for images.
- Click the Share button to share the current image via email, Messages, AirDrop, or photo sites.
- Click the diagonal arrow icon to present the content full-screen.

In Full Screen mode, a few other options appear (Figure 4.8).

- When more than one item is selected for Quick Look, click the Play button to start playing a slideshow of the items.
- Click the Index Sheet button to view the items in a grid.
If you’re viewing an image, click the Add to iPhoto button to add the photo to your iPhoto library.

Click the Exit Full Screen button or press the Esc key to go back to the Quick Look window.

Note that the Quick Look full-screen mode doesn’t put the content into its own space, as when you take an application full screen.

Finder tags

Mavericks introduces Finder tags, a new way to organize and locate files. If you’re accustomed to adding hashtags to Twitter posts or to blog posts, Finder tags will be instantly familiar. A tag is just a word or phrase describing something, in this case files and folders. Tags make it easier to find items in searches, and also co-opt the former Finder labels feature of older versions of OS X.

Add tags in the Finder

Select one or more files or folders in the Finder, and click the Edit Tags button in the toolbar. In the popover that appears, type the tags you want to assign, or choose from the list that appears (Figure 4.9). Any terms you type that aren’t already defined appear with dotted outlines and get added to the system after you assign them.

When you use a colored tag, it’s indicated by a colored circle to the left of the filename in the Finder’s icon view or to the right of the filename
in list view. You can apply colors to only seven terms (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, and gray), which can be configured in the Finder’s settings (choose Finder > Preferences).

Add tags when saving files

When you save a file in any application, Mavericks includes a Tags field. Type terms into the field, or choose from the list that appears, to assign them to the file.

Spring-loaded folders

When you’re copying or moving a file or folder, you must do a little bit of prep work by making sure the source and the target are both in visible windows or tabs. Spring-loaded folders enable you to grab an item and move it to a folder that may not be visible.

Drag the item onto the top of a folder (or the title of a Finder tab), wait a moment, and that folder opens automatically. You can keep exploring in this way until you find the intended destination folder. If you opened the wrong folder, move the item (all the while keeping the mouse button pressed) out of the window that sprang open.

A similar effect works with open windows, too. If just a corner of a window is peeking out among dozens of open windows on your screen, that’s fine: Drag the file or folder to that window corner to bring the window forward, where you can drop the item to move it.

Create an archive

When you need to send several files to someone over the Internet, it’s best to wrap them up into a single package that gets transmitted. Select the files and choose File > Compress (number of items) (or right-click and choose the same item from a contextual menu). OS X makes copies and stores them in a .zip archive file.
Find Files with Spotlight

Spotlight is wired deep into OS X and is used by applications such as Mail and the built-in Help system. Whenever you save a change to a document, Spotlight updates its index in the background.

You don’t need to do anything to activate Spotlight; it’s just there. Occasionally you may notice the Spotlight icon (in the right corner of the menu bar) displaying a pulsating dot, which indicates that Spotlight is indexing new material.

Perform a Spotlight search

There are two entry points for Spotlight in the Finder: the Spotlight icon on the menu bar (which is available in all applications) and the Search field in a window’s toolbar.

Search from the Spotlight menu

The idea behind Spotlight is that it’s quick and unobtrusive. The Spotlight icon in the menu bar is my first stop for searching.

1. Click the Spotlight icon or press Command-spacebar.
2. Start typing what you’re looking for. Spotlight begins to display results as you type.
3. If you see what you’re looking for, click its name to open it (or use the arrow keys to select it and press Return). The Top Hit is always automatically selected, so you can often just start typing and press Return to jump to the item.

If you don’t spot a match, click or select Show All in Finder to view the results in a Finder window (see the next section).
Hover the pointer over an item in the Spotlight results list to view a Quick Look preview of the item (Figure 4.10). You can even watch videos by clicking the Play button that appears in the middle of the preview.

Need to make a quick calculation? Enter it in the Spotlight menu, using an asterisk (*) to multiply and a forward-slash (/) for division. So typing “52*45” reveals the answer (2340) within the search results—you don’t even need to launch the Calculator application.

At the bottom of the Spotlight menu, you’ll find Search Web and Search Wikipedia items; select one to expand the search beyond your computer.

**Search within a Finder window**

Performing a search within a Finder window gives you more options—and more results—than the menu bar.

1. In any Finder window, enter your search term in the Search field. Or, choose File > Find to activate the Search field in the active window (or to open a new window if one wasn’t already open). As with the menu bar, results begin to appear as soon as you start typing.

2. Narrow your search, if necessary, by specifying additional search criteria (Figure 4.11, on the next page. Click This Mac to search the entire computer; click “folder name” to limit the search to just the active folder; or click Shared to scan shared disks and connected network volumes.
Normally a search looks through the contents of all indexable files on your computer, but you can limit the query to just file and folder names by choosing the “Filename contains” item from the menu that appears as you type.

3. To further narrow the search, click the plus sign (+) icon on the search bar to apply additional criteria (Figure 4.12).

The criteria pop-up menu includes a tantalizing Other item that’s worth exploring. Choosing it brings up a window with all sorts of criteria, such as fonts used in a document, specific camera settings for images, and much more. Enable the In Menu checkbox for any item you use frequently.

If you find yourself frequently changing the search location, you can set a different default. Choose Finder > Preferences and click the Advanced button in the Finder Preferences window. Select an option from the pop-up menu labeled “When performing a search”: Search This Mac, Search the Current Folder, or Use the Previous Search Scope.
Hide data from Spotlight

Spotlight builds its index from everything on your hard disk, but you may want to exclude data such as personal correspondence or financial documents from casual searches. Or, you may have a secondary hard disk being used as a scratch disk to shuttle temporary files for an application like Photoshop or Final Cut Pro.

1. Open the Spotlight preference pane in System Preferences.
2. Click the Privacy button.
3. Drag the folder or hard disk to the list area. Or, click the Add (+) button below the list and locate the item to exclude.

Tip: Too many results? In the Spotlight preference pane, click the Search Results button and deselect any categories you want to hide when you perform searches. For example, you may not want to include Fonts or Web pages.

Advanced Spotlight Searches

Spotlight is capable of performing advanced searches, if you know what to enter. Here's a taste of some possibilities; more information can be found in Apple's Mac Help on your computer.

- Include exact phrases in quotation marks ("jeff carlson").
- Use Boolean operators to combine search terms. Spotlight recognizes AND, OR, NOT, and a minus sign (¬), which means AND NOT (Jeff NOT Geoff).
- Specify metadata (such as “kind:images”); Mac Help includes a list of valid keywords.
Smart Folders

Here’s where you can really get productive. Not only can you perform searches using multiple criteria, but that search can be saved as a Smart Folder whose contents are updated depending on the search. For example, here’s how to set up a Smart Folder that displays documents created in the last week (Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13
Creating a Smart Folder

1. Choose File > New Smart Folder to open a new Finder window with the search criteria enabled.

2. Click the plus sign (+) to add a new attribute.

3. Set the Kind attribute to Document.

4. Click the plus sign (+) again.

5. Set that attribute’s first pop-up menu to “Created date,” and specify that it is within the last 7 days.

6. Click the Save button to save the Smart Folder. Give it a name (and, optionally, a location if you want it somewhere other than Mavericks’ Saved Searches folder). Make sure the Add To Sidebar checkbox is selected if you want it to appear in the sidebar.

No documents are actually stored in a Smart Folder. Instead, it acts as a portal that filters just the files you want to see, updated live.
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